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LAND ACKNOWLEDGMENT

The Toronto Arab Film Festival acknowledges that we
live and work on the traditional territory of many nations
including the Mississaugas of the Credit, the Anishnabeg,
the Chippewa, the Haudenosaunee and the Wendat
peoples and that it is home to many diverse First Nations,
Inuit and Métis peoples.
We also acknowledge that Toronto is covered by Treaty
13 signed with the Mississaugas of the Credit, and the
Williams Treaties signed with multiple Mississaugas and
Chippewa bands.
We are forever grateful to be able to live and work
on this land. We invite you to reflect more on this by
evaluating your relationship with and contribution to
the land we are on today and its peoples.
Learn more on the land you are on today by visiting
native-land.ca
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artistic director welcome

Ahlan wa ahlan, marhaba, and welcome to the 3rd annual
Toronto Arab Film Festival!
We here at TAF believe wholeheartedly in the power of
film, not only as a medium for education, but equally as
important for entertainment and comfort. We believe in its
ability to connect us, especially during this unprecedented
time, to bridge gaps of understanding, offer respite, and
pave the roads of coexistence.
I am humbled, inspired and invigorated by the plethora of
incredible work submitted to this iteration of the Festival.
With each passing year, filmmakers broaden and deepen
our understanding of what it means to be Arab, in all the
complexity and intersectionality that this identity offers. The
films presented at this year’s Festival hail from 19 countries,
ranging from fiction to documentary, and animation to
experimental works.
Programming this Festival has been an absolute pleasure,
a breath of fresh air. It is our privilege to be able to share
with you this selection of accomplished films and revel in
celebration of Arab arts and culture through cinema.
So join us, whether virtually or in-person, in championing
these films and filmmakers!
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Rolla Tahir
TAF CO-FOUNDER &
ARTISTIC DIRECTOR

How to festival
Please visit taf22.eventive.org for tickets, along with the most
up-to-date schedule of screenings and events. This year our festival
is a hybrid of virtual and in-person components. You can join us in one
of two ways:

* In-person schedule *

Screenings & events at Paradise Theatre
1066 Bloor Street West, Toronto
Thursday, May 26
6 PM - Shorts Programme: Women on the Verge (94 mins)
8:30 PM - Feature: Costa Brava (106 mins)

Saturday May 28 (FREE SCREENING + EVENT!)
7:30 PM - Feature: You Resemble Me (91 mins) + Panel Discussion
(This FREE event is take place at Innis Town Hall Theatre, 2 Sussex Ave.)
Sunday, May 29
12 PM - Canadian Short Film Programme + Filmmaker Roundtable (FREE)
2:30 PM - Shorts Programme: Strange Encounters (81 mins)
5 PM - Feature: Abu Saddam (89 mins)
7:30 PM - Feature - Elektra, My Love (90 mins)

* Virtual access *

Tickets and screenings at: taf22.eventive.org
Films available on demand from
May 26, 6 PM until May 29 11:59 PM
Due to geoblocking, select virtual films are only made available in
Canada. Before purchasing tickets for virtual screenings, please check
the geographical restrictions for the film you would like to see.
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opening feature

COSTA BRAVA

dir. Mounia Akl
Lebanon (106 mins) Fiction
In person @ Paradise Theatre // Thursday, May 26 @ 8:30 PM
In Costa Brava, Lebanon, the free-spirited Badri family escape the
overwhelming pollution and social unrest of Beirut by seeking refuge
in a utopic mountain home they built for themselves. Unexpectedly,
an illegal garbage landfill begins construction right next door. With it
comes the very trash and corruption they were trying to escape. As the
landfill rises, so do family tensions. The Badris are left with a choice:
stay off the grid or leave their idyllic home and face the reality they
fled, hoping to stay true to their ideals. (Join us online Friday, May 27
for a panel with this film’s director.)
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taff features

ElekTra, My Love

dir. Hisham Bizri
Lebanon (90 mins) Fiction (Available globally)
In person @ Paradise Theatre // Sunday, May 29 @ 7:30 PM
*This film is also screening virtually @ taff22.eventive.org
Set in the moody, cavernous ruin of the Piccadilly Theater, Beirut’s
extravagant art palace destroyed after the Lebanese Civil War, the
Kammerspiel film recounts three days in the life of five actors.
The women seek to revive the ghostly theater with an experimental
production of Sophocles’ “Elektra”. As they rehearse, the women
tell their own fragmentary stories of desire, cruelty and beauty in
an interwoven, resonant meditation on love and desire.

You Resemble Me

dir. Dina Amer
France, USA, Egypt (91 mins) Fiction (Available globally)
In person @ Innis Town Hall, Saturday, May 28 @ 7:30PM
*This film is also screening virtually @ taff22.eventive.org
When the bond is broken between two sisters, a little girl
transforms into someone new in the name of belonging and
resistance. Director Dina Amer takes one of the darkest tales
of our time, the story of Muslim terror in the West, and deconstructs
it in a story about family, love, sisterhood, and fractured identity.
Co-presented by
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taff features
taf22.eventive.org // May 26, 6 PM until May 29, 11:59 PM

Under the Concrete

dir. Roy Arida
Lebanon (78 mins) Fiction (Available globally)
Beirut, Lebanon. The city is riveted by a series of car bomb attacks.
Alain, bored with his job as a sales representative, decides to turn his
back on his life in this madness. Looking for a way out, he decides
to devote himself to his passion, scuba diving. Quickly, he becomes
increasingly obsessed with only one thing: breaking the world diving
record. (Join us online Friday, May 27 for a panel with this film’s director.)
Screens online with the short film Warsha (more info on page 17).

Khamsin

dir. Grégoire Orio, Grégoire Couvert
France (67 mins) Experimental (Available globally)
Lebanon, today. Outside, the border with Syria is shrinking, while the
conflict is intensifying. Inside, the traces of the heavy past of the civil
war are still evident. Corruption of government parties is becoming
increasingly unsustainable. Fists rise, bodies rise. At the heart of this,
musicians from different backgrounds connect their instruments and
make them resonate from all sides.
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taff features
taf22.eventive.org // May 26, 6 PM until May 29, 11:59 PM

Algerian Chronicles

dir. Zak Kedzi
Algeria (75 mins) Documentary (Available in Canada only)
Summer 2019, Zak wanders around the streets of Algiers and dives
into the Hirak, a series of protests happening in Algeria since February
of that same year. His chronicles feed off encounters with men and
women who observe through enlightened eyes their country and its
struggles: through their words, the strength and complexity of such a
movement takes shape.

A Second Life

dir. Anis Lassoued
Tunisia (92 mins) Fiction (Available globally)
Gadeha is a victim of a car accident. Penniless, his mother, Borkana,
is helped by Malika and Moez, a benevolent couple that offers to
pay for the hospital fees. Gadeha meets Oussama, Malika and Moez’s
child, who is recovering from a kidney transplant. A strong friendship
forms between the two boys.
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taff features

abu saddam

dir. Nadine Khan
Egypt (89 mins) Fiction (Available in Canada only)
In person @ Paradise Theatre // Sunday, May 29 @ 5 PM
*This film is also screening virtually @ taff22.eventive.org
The experienced old truck driver “Abu Saddam” gets a transportation
mission on the North Coast Road after he stopped working for years.
He decides that he wants to complete his mission perfectly to
complement his working reputation, but he faces a small situation
on the road, and this gets out of control.

State of Agitation

dir. Elie Khalifé
Lebanon (73 mins) Fiction (Available in Canada only)
taf22.eventive.org // May 26, 6 PM until May 29, 11:59 PM
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Living in Beirut, a highly enthusiastic filmmaker is in a state of
hyper-inspiration characterized by an overflow of contrasting ideas.
As a consequence, his characters will go through compelling and
extraordinary circumstances. To clear his mind, he heads north, where
a screening of his short films is scheduled in a rural public school.
A series of encounters along the way will turn his world upside down.
(Join us online Friday, May 27 for a panel with this film’s director.)

shorts Program #1
Women on the Verge
In person @ Paradise Theatre // Thursday, May 26 @ 6 PM

(Also available virtually @ taf22.eventive.org in Canada only)

Virtual Voice

dir. Suzannah Mirghani
Sudan (7 mins) Experimental
(Available in Ontario only)
A satirical review of our times, starring
Suzi, the ego-warrior doll.

Conversations with an actress
dir. Estephan Khattar
Canada (14 mins) Experimental doc
Throughout two consecutive summers,
a director was documenting his
conversations with an actress about
Beirut, love, failure, and immigration.

J’ai Le Cafard (Bint Werdan)

dir. Maysaa Almumin
Kuwait (14 mins) Fiction
An encounter with a dying cockroach
develops into an absurd friendship and
comforting companionship before it turns
sour and destructive.

ALIA

dir. Zahra Berrada
Morocco (25 mins) Fiction
A young Moroccan immigrant is torn
between the conservative environment of
his family and his passion for the cabaret.

Blooming Dalia

dir. Holy Fatma
France (24 mins) Fiction
Depressed and overweight, Dalia,
an ex-reality TV scarlet, finds her repressed
Algerian origins resurfacing unexpectedly.

An Evening with Laila

dir. Haya Alghanim
Kuwait (10 mins) Documentary
The true true story of Laila Abdulaziz,
a pioneer of music in the Arabian Gulf
and staple of Kuwaiti history.
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shorts Program #2
Strange Encounters
In person @ Paradise Theatre // Sunday, May 29 @ 2:30 PM
(Also available virtually @ taf22.eventive.org in Canada only)

Strangers after midnight

dir. Kinda Youssef
Syria (22 mins) Fiction
Moments that unfolded late one night in
the life of four Syrian refugees in Paris.

Roadblock

dir. Dahlia Nemlich
Lebanon (16 mins) Fiction
On their way back from a protest, activists
Farah and Anthony are stopped at a
roadblock held by two armed militiamen
who have a bone to pick with Farah.

NIGHTFALL

dir. Roméo De Melo Martins
Syria, France (26 mins) Fiction
During a demonstration against the
Assad Regime, Ali, a theatre actor,
is taken into interrogation.

The Laughing Woo Woo

dir. Amir Youssef
USA (17mins) Fiction
Simsim, a lonesome Egyptian asylee with
a wooingly contagious laugh, is battling
his bizarre misfortunes to follow
immigration procedures.

5:1

dir. Sara Ben-Saud
Canada (8 mins) Documentary
During the early months of lockdown, the
filmmaker turns her camera inwards to her
family to capture the realities of pandemic.
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shorts Program #3
”DÉRACINÉ
taf22.eventive.org // May 26, 6 PM until May 29, 11:59 PM
(Films available in Canada only)

Mariam

dir. Dana Durr
Palestine (5 mins) Animation
After losing her precious paradise, Mariam
undergoes a journey through her roots and
history to find culture and continuity.

Nur El Qulub

dir. Sawsan Alsaraf
Canada (7 mins) Experimental
An exploration of the spiritual
dimension of shadow and light.

Don’t Get too Comfortable
dir. Shaima Al Tamimi
Yemen (10 mins) Experimental Doc
A heartfelt introspective letter to my
deceased grandfather.

Song of Sin

dir. Khalid Maadour
France (15 mins) Fiction
This film retraces the story of Sufunis and
Youba, a couple of Imediazens, a tribe of
the rif located in the northeast of Morocco.

Don’t Forget the Water

dir. Christina Hajjar
Canada (5 mins) Experimental
A phone conversation sets the diasporic
table as a disembodied figure prepares
Qahwah Arabi / Arabic Coffee.

CloseCall

dir. Amr El-Bayoumi, Matt Tsymbal
USA, Egypt (9 mins)
Animated fiction
An Egyptian-American businessman arrives
in New York City to salvage a transaction
that has his career hanging in the balance.
Co-presented by
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shorts Program #4
OBLIVION, CINEMA & REMEMORATION
taf22.eventive.org // May 26, 6 PM until May 29, 11:59 PM
(Films available in Canada only)

Joe Buffalo

dir. Ammar Chebib
Canada (16 mins) Documentary
A survivor of Canada’s notorious Indian
Residential School system, Joe must face
his inner demons to realize his dream of
becoming a pro-skateboarder.

Cine-Ruins

dir. Oscar Debs
Lebanon (21 mins) Documentary
A rumour about a star’s kinship to the Debs
family in El-Mina (Tripoli) leads to revisiting
the history of a deserted cinema and the
family of its manager.

Searching for Amal

dir. Shehab Abd Al-hafez
USA (30 mins) Documentary
A grandson finds old family photos and
realizes there’s always a picture of a girl
hanging on the wall behind them; he wants
to know who she is.

Dajla: cinema and oblivion
dir. Arturo Dueñas Herrero
Spain (15 mins) Documentary
The celebration of a film festival,
the Fisahara, breaks the monotony
in Dakhla, one of the Sahrawi refugee
camps in Algeria.
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shorts Program #5
Visions of Home
taf22.eventive.org // May 26, 6 PM until May 29, 11:59 PM
(Films available in Canada only)

Visions of Basra

dir. Noor Gatih
Canada (5 mins) Expimental doc
A mother’s fragmented memories
attempt to recall her homeland through
imprefect images, objects and words.

Brown Bread & Apricots

dir. Serene Al Ahmad
Canada (9 mins) Documentary
Borrowing from classic elements of
Palestinian storytelling this is a story about
a family in exile and an unruly teenage boy.

Memory is a Dying Horse

dir. Samer Najari
Canada (28 mins) Experimental doc
A sparse, raw, childish collage of
reminiscences filmed on Super 8 between
Syria, France and Canada, accompanied
by musical explorations.

Something From There

dir. Rana Nazzal Hamadeh
Canada (7 mins) Experimental
A fragmented story of the artist’s father’s
exile from Palestine in 1948 guides the
narrative of this short film ruminating on
the substance of our original lands.
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Co-presented by

shorts Program #6
Objects of Affection
taf22.eventive.org // May 26, 6 PM until May 29, 11:59 PM
(Films available globally)

A Toi

dir. Nour Azar Chami
Lebanon (11 mins) Fiction
A story about a 12-year-old
boy’s spiritual relationship
with his dead grandpa.

Talavision

dir. Murad Abu Eisheh
Germany, Jordan (28 mins) Fiction
Trapped in a war-ridden reality and with
hopes of playing in the neighbourhood’s
football field, 8-year-old Tala finds solace
and freedom in a forbidden television.

Aicha’s Dress

dir. Mohamed Saied
Tunis (29 mins) Fiction
Saber, a young 14-year-old who lives
in precariousness, manages as best he
can to provide for himself and his sick
mother Aïcha.

Son of the street

dir. Mohammed Almughanni
Palestine (33 mins) Documentary
The film depicts the daily life of Khodor,
a 13-year-old orphan whose relatives
struggle to get him an ID card that
proves his existence.
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Co-presented by

shorts Program #7
With Strings Attached
taf22.eventive.org // May 26, 6 PM until May 29, 11:59 PM
(Films available in Canada only)

Fighters

dir. Malika Hadjal
France (20 mins) Fiction
A mother escapes an abusive relationship
for the sake of her 5-year-old daughter.

oSHA

dir. Rasha Amer
UAE (15 mins) Documentary
We follow a mother and daughter as they
travel through the desert hunting with
falcons, an Emirati tradition that has been
passed down through generations.

ana wa enti

dir. Alexandra Muhawi-Ho
United States (17 mins) Fiction
Amira struggles to find her place between
her Arab and American identities, living
with and navigating her relationship with
her culturally traditional, yet loving mother.

tender threads

dir. Ouijdane Khallid
Morocco (25 mins) Fiction
The routine between Radia and her
mother becomes a major obstacle to
Radia’s emotional future.

with strings attached

dir. Alla Abdunabi
UK (3 mins) Animation
This narrative stop-motion film explores
the complexities of a relationship with
a mother.

incurable

dir. Bahare Nikjoo
Iran (17 mins) Fiction
In a southern region of Iran, a girl
has been lost. Her brother and her
sister-in-law are looking for her, but
there is a mystery behind this.
Co-presented by
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shorts Program #8
Off Season Tourists
taf22.eventive.org // May 26, 6 PM until May 29, 11:59 PM
(Films available in Canada only)

Sandjak

dir. Chantal Partamian
Canada (9 mins) Experimental
Navigating three types of images in three
different periods, Sandjak explores the
poetics of haunting that attempt to create
an entanglement between past and present.

Galb’Echaouf

dir. Abdessamad El Montassir
Morocco (19 mins) Experimental doc
While investigating events that profoundly
altered the Sahara, the filmmaker is faced
with a silent environment, haunted by a
complex socio-political history.

The way back

dir. Malek Mohamed Elmaghrebi
Libya (18 mins) Documentary
After being expelled from Tawergha,
a village in Northern Libya, Khairy and
Salem choose two different paths to
rebuild their lives.

Off-Season Tourists

dir. Maher Hasnaoui
Tunisia (30 mins) Documentary
Hervé decides to leave his country,
Ivory Coast, to Tunisia, where he faces
a reality he never envisioned.

WARSHA

dir. Dania Bdeir
Lebanon (15 mins) Fiction
A Syrian migrant working as a crane
operator in Beirut volunteers to cover a
shift on one of the most dangerous cranes,
where he is able to find his freedom.
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Panel discussion
Navigating Production in Times of CrisiS:
Filmmaking amid Lebanon’s Collapse
Online: Friday, May 27
Arab filmmakers have always faced a multitude of challenges in producing
their films. These challenges have only intensified with the advent of the
Covid-19 pandemic and the escalation of conflict and crisis in the Arab
region. Despite these challenges, the Arab film scene continues to grow
and diversify with more and more filmmakers emerging with innovative
works and even gaining international recognition.
This apparent contradiction is especially glaring in Lebanon—a
country that is currently enduring one of the worst socio-economic
crises the world has seen since the mid-nineteenth century. Despite
that, Lebanon is still among the top nations in the region to produce
acclaimed feature and short films. How do we account for this seeming
inconsistency and what can we learn from it?
During this panel, three Lebanese filmmakers will share their
experiences of making feature films while enduring and witnessing the
complete collapse of their country. How are the struggles that face
these filmmakers reflected in the films themselves? More generally,
how can a recognition of the realities that film production is grounded
in nuance and reshape the understanding of the films we consume?
Moderated by:

Zeina Tarraf
Assistant Professor of Media Studies
American University of Beirut
Guest Speakers:

Mounia Akl
dir. Costa Brava,
Lebanon

Elie Khalifé
dir. State of Agitation

Roy Arida
dir. Under the
Concrete
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SHABAKA (network)
TAF Producer Accelerator
Saturday, May 28, 10:30am - 5pm
@ Centre for Social Innovation - Annex, 720 Bathurst St. Toronto
This Accelerator is an in-person incubator, pairing emerging ArabCanadian filmmakers with emerging producers, where they will attend
an intensive day of workshops presented by industry professionals on:
development, pitching and distribution.
Click *here* for the application form!

Nahda Film Lab
The Nahda Film Lab is a month-long filmmaking program for emerging
Arab artists, taking place over the course of 4 consecutive weekends.
The lab consists of several workshops covering the entirety of the
filmmaking process. During the Lab, participants will be clustered into
creative teams, each creating a short film collectively.
Applications are open in Summer 2022.
Sign up for our newsletter to receive updates.
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QUMRA
CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS:
“Reflections on world cinema”
qumra. is an online and annual print journal focusing on film and
media art, publishing writing from the SWANA (South West Asia and
North Africa) / MENA (Middle East and North Africa) region and its
diasporas.
qumra is an Arabic word meaning bright light, particularly that
reflecting off of the moon. In modern times it has come to refer to
the camera obscura, partly due to similar phonetics, in recognition
of early work done on the nature of light and the camera obscura by
early thinkers in the region such as Ibn Sina (also known as Avicenna)
and Ibn Al Haytham. We use this word in celebration of our shared
heritage that often intersects and evolves across cultures, borders,
and time.
You can purchase your copy at any of our Festival events.
qumra. is a collaboration between Toronto Arab Film Festival, MENA
Film Festival, and SWANA Film Festival.
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PLEASE CONSIDER DONATING
TAF relies on the generosity of our community of film-lovers
to offer programming that elevates and celebrates the
diversity of Arab cultures.
To help ensure we continue to offer the best programming,
please consider becoming a donor! Even a small amount
makes a tremendous impact.
All donations go directly towards supporting Arab filmmakers,
and by extension, contributing to the rich tapestry of Arab
arts and culture.
Please consider showing your support by donating at:
arabfilm.ca
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@TorontoArabFilm
www.arabfilm.ca

in-person films screened at
paradise theatre - 1066 Bloor Street West, Toronto
tickets + most up-to-date schedule
+ virtual screenings available at
www.taf22.eventive.org
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